The sole objective of our Rule, expressed in our vows and promises, is to give us a way to live the Gospel more fully & grow in faith and in purity of heart—to become available to God’s desire for the world.

The Order of Julian
is committed to contemplative witness and renewal in the Episcopal Church.

Our Affiliates are women & men dedicated to lives of prayer united to that of the nuns by a common rule providing a framework for prayer and conversion in everyday living.

Oblates and Associates bring contemplative practice into their parishes and communities by the transformation of their lives in the deepening of their relationship with Christ.

Forms of Affiliation

**Associates**
are committed by promises to a simple form of the rule adaptable to many different walks of life.

**Oblates**
are committed by vows to a more structured rule of life and contemplative practice.

The way of **stability** establishes us in a dedicated practice in which, with time and patience, we learn to be faithful to God in all things, as God is to us.

The way of **obedience** commits us to the Rule and its practices, in accountability to the entire community and the Church, as a means for ongoing conversion.

The way of **conversion of life** leads us to a deeper truthfulness in all our relationships, growing in respect for all and seeking ultimate fulfilment in God alone, and assists us in relinquishing those things, whether attitudes or possessions, that could be an obstacle to our growth into full humanity in Christ.

Our Affiliates are women & men dedicated to lives of prayer united to that of the nuns by a common rule providing a framework for prayer and conversion in everyday living.

Oblates and Associates bring contemplative practice into their parishes and communities by the transformation of their lives in the deepening of their relationship with Christ.
Contemplative prayer?

...is a way of prayer for all Christians.
...is to see God in all things.

This quiet and trusting attentiveness to God is a response of love to Love.

God is always present to us; in the practice of contemplative prayer we learn to be present to God.

If you feel God is calling you to follow Christ in this way, and are interested in affiliation with the Order, contact us:

**Associates**
Prior of Associates
PO Box 404
Westcliffe CO  81252  USA

**Oblates**
Prior of Oblates
PO Box 213
Bangor ME  04402  USA

The Order of Julian of Norwich
www.orderofjulian.org

A contemplative monastic order of nuns of the Episcopal Church, dedicated to contemplative prayer, praise of God, and intercession.